NOTICE FOR SHUTDOWN

In reference to the letter of Principal Saiyid Hamid Sr. Sec. School (Boys) regarding loping/cutting of trees along the Boundary Wall upto wicket gate towards Gulistan-é-Syed Park for installation of CCTV Cameras. The University Feeder of 33 KV passing through near the boundary wall will remain under shutdown and electricity supply in the University Campus will not be available from 6:00 am to 10:00 am on 4th July (Thursday) and 5th July (Friday) 2019. All concerned are hereby informed accordingly.

Er. Mohd Shamim Ansari
Off. Asstt. Electrical Engineer
D/o Electricity (SSS)

Copy to:-

1. SDO Clock Tower/ J.E. Zakaria Market Substation of , DVVNL with request to arrange to open the 33KV isolator of Bonair supply and Sarosol supply during the period of shutdown.
2. Dean, F/o Arts requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
3. Dean, F/o Social Science requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
4. Dean, F/o Science requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
5. Dean, F/o Engg. & Tech. requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
6. Dean, F/o Life Science requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
7. Dean, F/o Medicine requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
8. Dean, F/o Unani Medicine requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
9. Dean, F/o Agriculture Sciences requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
10. Dean, F/o Theology requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
11. Dean, F/o Commerce requested to arrange to inform concerned Chairman of department.
12. Medical Superintendent, JNMC & Hospital.
15. Principal, Women’s College
16. Principal, University Polytechnic (Boys).
17. Principal, Women’s Polytechnic.
18. Principal, Abdullah School.
19. Principal, 10+2 (Boys)
20. Principal, 10+2 (Girls)
22. Principal, STS School.
22. Principal, ADA SCHOOL (Boys/Girls).
23. Principal, Tibbiya College.
24. Provost, Provost, V.M. Hall.
25. Provost, Sulaiman Hall.
27. Provost, Begum Azizun Nisa Hall (1500 bedded Hall)
28. Provost, Hadi Hasan Hall.
29. Provost, S.N. Hall.
30. Provost, Bibi Fatima Hall.
32. Provost, S.S. Hall (South).
33. Provost, Aftab Hall.
34. Provost, R.M. Hall.
35. Provost, M.M. Hall.
36. Provost, I. G. Hall.
37. Provost, Nadeem Tarin Hall.
38. Provost, Abdullah Hall.
39. Provost, Allama Iqbal Hall.
40. Provost, Sir Ziauddin Hall.
41. Asstt. Registrar, V.C. Secretariat for kind information to the Vice-Chancellor
42. Asstt. Registrar, P.V.C. Secretariat for kind information to the Pro Vice-Chancellor
43. P.S. to Registrar for kind information to the Registrar
44. P.S. to Controller for kind information to the Controller
45. Notice Board, Masjid Medical Colony
46. Notice Board, Masjid EMR
47. Notice Board, Masjid Zakir Bagh
48. Director, CALEM
49. Director, Computer Centre with the request to arrange to upload the notice for shutdown on the university website in a prominent way.
50. Librarian, Maulana Azad Library
51. Substation, B.D.D1.F.
52. J.E. Medical Substation
53. Co-ordinator, Cultural Education Centre.
54. Training & Placement Officer, Convention Centre, Z.H. College of Engg. & Tech.
55. Provost, NRSC Hall
56. MIC, Land & Garden with request to arrange to execute the work with maximum manpower to complete the job in the stipulated time.
57. J.E. (Electrical) Trauma Centre, JNMC

[Signature]

Er. Mohd Shamim Ansari
Off. Asstt. Electrical Engineer
D/o Electricity (SSS)